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College Admissions

and the Essential School

When schoois

change curriculum
and assessment

practices, everyone
worries that

students wiN suffer

GET ANY GROUP OF COLLEGE

they fare with the most selective

professors talking about what kind
of first-year students they long for,

colleges jf their course transcripts
and evaluations look different, their

and the discussion sounds like an

schools refuse to rank them in class,

ad vertisement for Essential School

their courses don't carry prestigious

habits of mind. Give us students

Advanced Placement credit? In the

who can think through complex

sea of applications received by large

jssues, they say, who read and
write across the disciplines, initiate

easily quantified sink, or rise to the

state universities, do those less

top? Conversations with a dozen

selection process.

projects, work independently.
Faced with entering students who
increasingly need remedial work,

But most selective

university faculties often wring

between the perception and the

colleges say they're

their hands and blame the schools.

reality of this highly charged issue.

But ask any Essential school
person to name the biggest obstacle

"Worrying about colleges may
be important but it should not stand
in the way of schools interested in

in the conege

used to unusual

transcripts, and big
public universities
are looking-for new
ways to work with
schools in change.

to reshaping curriculum and assessment practices at the secondary
level, and the answer inevitably

turns to college admissions.
Integrated coursework in long

people reveal surprising differences

change," says Sharon Lloyd Clark,
director of Brown University's
Institute for Secondary Education
and head of the Coalition of

blocks? Alternative assessments like

Essential Schools' Admissions

exhibitions, projects, and portfolios?
Heterogeneous grouping? Though

Project. "When you actually get

these strategies may aim to develop

the very intellectual habits colleges

high school people to sit down with
college people and talk about
teaching and learning, they'recon-

are asking for, they run into deter-

cerned about the same problems.

mined resistance from teachers,

Admissions can and should be a

parents, and students who believe

support and catalyst for change, not

that getting into college depends on
meeting a strict set of course
requirements, accumulating a

at Harvard University, Clark says,

certain grade point average, rising

a barrier." At a recent meeting held
admissions officers expressed

disappointment at the lack of

to il certa in rank 111 the class, antl·

11111l)Vdlli-Jil Oy bilitte Ul'Cl'Re ruriti·bre

doing well on standardized

suburban high schools attending,

measures like SAT and ACT tests.

Just how much difference does

this issue actually make forstudents
whose schools have moved most
BY KATI IL,REN CUSHMAN

admissions officers and school

boldly along new paths? How do

"The University of Chicago's
director of admissions, Ted O'Neill,

told the schools,'Do whatever you
find educationally and morally
sound-we'll deal with it! "'

completely, in committee fashion.

What Competency-Based Admission Can Achieve
• A good competency-based admission policy should encourage mnovation
at the secondary school level. It would allowa student to) demonstrate

knowledge of the required subject matter without completing a discrete

We have students who were home

schooled-we don't even require a
high school diploma, although we
do ask for SAT scores."

course that would translate into a Carnegie unit.

What's the Difference?

• A good competency-based admission policy should make it possible for a
student to be admitted to collegeby taking either college preparatory or "tech

Though Wellesley says its most suc-

prep" classes. If a school district can document that students who have taken

cessful students come prepared with
four years of English, social sciences,

"applied" math or sciencecourses, for instance, can meet university-defined
competency standards, those students would meet admissions requirements.

a long history of supporting high

• A good competency-based admission policy should be based on attainment
of the knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in college, not onthe
completion of a discrete course.

• A good competency-based admission policy should leave responsibility for
presentation of the students' case for college read jness with the secondary
schools. Once the university has set admissions standards in terms of

mathematics, and lab science, it has
schools that break from the conven-

tional mold. In the 19305, it was one

of 40 leading colleges that agreed to
admit students from 30 progressive
high schools despite an untraditional preparation-and to track their

progress through their college years.

competencies and specified general requirements for presenting student
records, secondary schools would develop valid and retjable assessment tech-

The Eight-Year Study, as it was

niques and present them in a "user-friendly" format.

called, showed that by all standards

Exczrpled and condensed from the report of the Uitiversity of Wiscoitsin
Tu sk Force on Competency-Based Admission (!une 1993)

-the colleges', the students' peers,
and the students themselves-

students from the experimental
schools did a somewhat better job

Teaching required that college

than their counterparts; and the

high school students and the wide
supply of their available choices, in

admissions offices measure those

more radically the school had

courses in year-length "Carnegie

restructured its curriculum, the

any case, have virtually insured that

units" of instruction time, as a condi-

any paying student can attend some
c'(11 lege these days. 77he scramble

tion for the colleges' joining the
foundation's pension system (now

comes as they compete for pjaces at
the mere 75 5,Chcols that accept

called TIAA-CRM).

fewer than half of their applicants.

trial age, when few students needed

flift,rs,m's Competitive Col/exes

to go past grammar school to qualify

/99.-94 labels as "selective" some

275 kither pc,st-sec(,ndary institu-

for a job, the secondary curriculum
applied chiefly to a small college-

tions, from privatecolleges to public

bound elite. A century later, a legion

universities, but those places (and

of future "knowledge workers" and

3,2(10 others) are in competition for a

"symbolic analysts" of the informa-

of Essential Schools, Box

short supply of 18-year-olds. Many

tion age are still laboring under the
same high-school sequence-rarely
practicing the skills of synthesis and

Providence, RI 02912.

solution that will face them in col-

individual subscriptions

of the most demanding of those

lege and on the job, but dutifully

institutions met in 1892 to determine

accumulating the course units that

are $20 a year (payable to
Brown University); back

what satisfied them in a high school
graduate, the secondary curriculum

promise to get them into college.

The demographics of today's

colleges stay financially viable only
by recruiting adult students.
Ever since the presidents of ten

In that agricultural and indus-

Ironically, the elite selective col-

of United States schools has flowed

leges have stopped caring as much

from theirdesires. The "Committee

about atl that as everybody thinks.

of Ten" called for specific courses,

"We can be very adaptable," says

often in a sequence that owed no

Pamela Roth Appleton, an admissions officer at Wellesley College,

more to logic than to the alphabet
("biohogy, chemistry, physics," for

which selected its 1998 class of

ex,imple). In the 192(}s, the Carnegie

around 600 frum around 3,400 appli-

RKindation for the Advancement of

cants this year. "Every folder is read
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better they did. On conventional
tests the experimental group did as
well as their peers from traditional

WHAT HARVARD WANTS: HABITS OF MIND

schools; but they out-performed

their counterparts on measures of

What do the most selective colleges believe inmming students should know

problem-solving skills, creativity,

and be able to do so as to make the mostof their post-secondary learning

and the like. And they were more
Other traditional selecting

opportunities? A Harvard University booklet, "Choosing Courses to Prepare
for College," draws largely from a study of how Harvard students' highschool preparation affected performance in the college's Core program of

factors prove equally empty when

study. For Essential Schools, several recommendations stand out particularly:

students are fc,Bowed through their

• Though the booklet lists areas of study primarily by discipline (English literature, foreign language, history, mathematics, and science), it emphasizes

likely to be leaders on campus.

college years, research shows. A
study conducted for the American

College Te,ding (ACD Program
showed that neither test scores, high
school grades, nor even college
grades correlated with later accom-

plishments 8% early as two years
after college. -fhe only predictive
factor emerged as high school
extracurricular activities--interest-

ing evidence

icir

those who argue

that students learn most through
performance-based activities they
initiate themselves.

More four-year colleges than
ever now ch<*Re, on the basis of

studies like this, to make submitting

standardized test scores optional. A

"important knowledge, skills, or habits of thought, rather than naming

specific courses." Research and writing stands as a separate category equal in
importance to any subject area. The principal message: Depth matters more
than coverage, since high school programs vary. Use your school'sstrongest
teachers and resources to take the most demanding courses you can find.
• In English literature, Harvard emphasizes critical and analytical reading.

Make reading as deep as possible in a particular area, the college says, rather
than superficially covering unrelated readings. "Besides reading novels for
what they can tell you about life in [other] times and places," the booklet
reads, "you will notice how authors treat different problems or how they treat
the same problems in different ways." (Essential questions, anyone?)
• In foreign languages, Harvard advises studying one foreign language and
its literature in depth rather than a smattering of several languages.
• In history, Harvard urges students to take much more than their required
American history course, arguing that the rigorous study of history provides
a more basic preparation for college work than other social sciences courses.
By taking additional courses that focus on time periods or other areas, the col-

forthcoming stildy by the Fair'I'est

lege says, students learn to understand "the assumptions underlying our
political, social, and economic institutions." Studying ideas and institutions in

center in ('ambriclge, Massachusetts,

a historical context, it writes, teaches students "to think about these matters

shows that 188 cr)lieges (including

analytically; to understand not only what happened but how and why."

13<,wdoin, Bates, Wheaton, the

• Four years of high school mathematics alone won't do the trick, Harvard
says; students need to "acquire the habit of puzzling over mathematical relationships." Do not just memorize formulas and definitions but question and
understand them, Harvard urges, asking students to solve hard problems
containing applications. "The ability to wrestle with difficult problems is far
more important than the knowledge of many formulae or relationships," the
booklet says. "Itis not what courses you have taken, but how much you have
thought about mathematics, that counts. More important than the knowledge
of a specific mathematical topic is the willingness to tackle new problems."

University of Oregon, and California

State University) take this approach.
"We know none that has ever

gone back to a test-score-driven
admissions process," says FairTest

spokesman Bob Schaeffer. "They all
find they get more diverse students
-by race, gender, geographical
distributicin, income, and intellectual

skills." A five-year study by Bates
College, which made SATs optional
in 1984, found that "while submit-

tem of SATs did just about what one

would predict from their SATs, nonsubmitters consistently did much

better, about two-tenths of a grade
p<,int abc,ve their predicted GPA,"

• "The study of science begins with the habit of asking questions," Harvard
advises, asking students to study the basic sciences of chemistry, physics, and
biology for four years if possible. The booklet urges practice in the scientific
processes of performing experiments, making measurements, and developing
theories to explain and predict phenomena.
• Research and writing about texts is key to preparing for college, Harvard
says: "If you read with curiosity and purpose, you will be able to take notes
more easily, to weigh one author's view against another, to categorize your
research under leading questions, and to form your own observations and

wrote Il,ites de,in of.idmissions

opinions." Write regularly in coursework and journals"to find out whatyou
tidnk," it says, asking studerits also to reflect critically on their own writing.

Williain I lisv in 77/ /t}i,r,mt of Co//ext'

Following its advice will not ensure admission, the booklet admonishes.

Ad/m'+Sic)/1. "The!.tudents seemed to

Harvard selects students not only by their academic preparation, it says, but
by many other criteria. "Most of all we look for students who make the most
of their opportunities and the resources available to them, and who are likely

br right when they (cild ils, 'I am
simply a hetter stirdent than tliese
tests would suggest.'"
In anecdotal form, these results
HORACE
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This is the second page of a studenfs transcript from the Crefeld School, a small Coalition member school in
Philadelphia serving grades 7 through 12. The first page contains basic student data, then lists course topics (under
such headings as 'Social St udies Topics: -Science Topics,- and -Electives-), year of completion, and grade.

YEAR |

| | |

INQUIRY & EXPRESSION

Analytical Reading Skills
Mechanics of Writing
Essay Writing Skills
Classroom Discussion Skills

Res#arch Skijls
Computation
Experimental Procedures
Analysis of Arts

Jnquiry and Questioning
Critical Tbinking__

Pro.mpt Homework Completion
MATH/SCIENCE
Matbematics Concepts

Applying Math Concepts (Tests & Homework)
Science Content (Tests &.Homework)

Application of Science Concepts
HUMANITIES

Social Studies Content (Tests & Homework)

Application of'Social Studies Concepts

English Content (Tests & Homework)
Literary Analysis
Date Completed

SENIOR EXHIBmONS TOPICS

Community Service Project

instructional Activity
Study/Proposal Topic
Cultural Appreciation Topic
Creatiye_]Bxhibition_ _. _
Post-Graduation Plan

EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS ON TRANSCRIPT

AP = Advanced Placement test taken or planned NA = Not Applicable INC - Incomplete
A = Excellent B = Good C = Average D = Below Average F = Failure
The Crefeld School does NOT use G.P.A.'s, class ranks, percentiles, weighted courses, honors course

designations, or credits accumulated. Students are graded on the basis of their own personal growth, effort,
and ability and not in comparison to other students.

Inquiry & Expression grades are determined by the faculty in conference.
CURRICULUM AND GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

All students are required to follow a Core Curriculum. The Core Curriculum includes Humanities (social

studies, literature, language arts, and fine arts) and Math/Science (mathematics, chemistry, physics, and

biology). In addition, all students are required to participate in physical education, community service, and
two electives each semester. Only courses designated "Elective" permit student choice. Humanities and
Math/Science each meet 7 hours/week. Electives and Physical Ed. each meet 2.5 hours/week. All students
are required to perform 2 hours of community service/week. Students graduate when they have completed
a 3 semester residency, satisfied all curriculum requirements, passed all 5 senior exams with a grade of 90%,
and completed a portfolio of 6 exhibitions of mastery.

HORACE
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this dilemma and acted to resolve it:

are duplicated as the first Essential

• On the advice of university'

schools watch their graduates'
progress through college "Every

and school people and the state

year Syracuse University accepts

education department, the

about eight of our students," says

University of Wisconsin recently

admissions counselor and teacher

decided to pilot a competency-based
admissions pojjcy as a supplement

Shirley Hawkinson at Central Park
East Secondary School in New York
City, which sends virtually al] of its

• Oregon may soon link its
statewide emphasis on K-12 poMfolio assessment to state uni\·ersity
admission policies by arranging for
portfolio revieir procedures instead
of Carnegie-unit requirements.
• Tennessee's state university

to its standard entrance policy. (See

and community college system has

sidebar, page 2.)

developed an assessment and place-

• Nebraska has pledged to
define new ways students from

ment program that provides infor-

are doing so very well there that

outcomes-based schools could meet

skills so as to appropriately place

admissions people come back every

the core entrance requirements for

them in post-secondary institutions.

year to interview and recruit here."

the state university system.
• Applicants to Wyoming's
state university system must have

New Compact for Learning, a State

know how toask questions-they' re
never shy about using the habits of

completed either a specified number

task force has specified the skills and

of course units in various subjects

knowledge its entrants need to suc-

mjnd." She has heard the same thing

"or their equivalents in competency-

ceed in their first year and endorsed

from Wesleyan, J lampshire, and

based outcomes."

performance-based assessments to

graduates on to college and follows
their progress there. "The first batch

CPESS students stand out, Syracuse
tells i jawkinson, "because they

mation about high school students'

• in response to New York's
University of New York (SUNY)

Bard Colleges, where CiESS stu-

dents perform "remarkably well."

Pennsylvania Colleges Ask for'Habits of Mind'

Dealing with Numbers
While smaller colleges and

We are as concerned with how students learn as with what they learn. What

universities can provjde individual

we learn-knowledge of facts, processes, and concepts-is critical to success
in college. How we learn is equally critical, We attach the highest value to the

attention to every applicant, Jarge

cultivation of such habits of mind as curiosity; independence, clarity, and

campuses that may enroll up to
10,000 students in an entering class

face a stickier problem. To manage
the selection process efficiently, they

devise numerical furmulas using the
standardized admission crjteria-a

core of required courses, grade point

average, rank in class, and SAT or
ACT scores. Using "objective"

criteria, they argue, protects them
against charges of bias and provides
accountability to constituencies both
public and private.
At the same time, realizing that

too many high school graduates
were ill prepared for college work,
at least 20 state universities have

tightened and raised their admission
requirements since 1986. But few

1

incisiveness of thought; tolerance for ambiguity; and an ability to solve prot>
lems, coupled with a willingness to work hard and an ability to manage time.
Students will be poorly prepared for college-level learning if their success in
secondary school is largely a result of memorization.

To help students develop and strengthen these habits and abilities,
courses in secondary school need to be challenging and intellectually

demanding. Because we believe that effective writing promotes clear thinking, we expect courses to include frequent writing assignments. Clear, persuasive writing is grounded in the mastery of such skills as analytic thinking,
problem solving, the interpretation of texts, informed speculation, and the
ability to communicate information and ideas to others. Teachers should

assign work which requires students to assess and integrate what they have
learned, thereby developing their ability to read and think critically. Those
courses and assignments challenging enough to require students to manage
their time well help prepare students for similar demands in college. Serious

independent proje* reward students' curiosity and allow them to demonstrate their knowledge by defining issues carefully and presenting their own
analyses and conclusions. Collaborative assignments develop students' ability to think and learn from others as well as on their own. When students

t]7e growing movement among state

question, interpret, and respond to ideas in conversation with others and
draw conclusions through group discussion as well as solitary speculation,
they are better prepared for the complex variety of tasks that they will face in

legislatures and policymakers

college.

moved to align their standards with

toward reforms al the school level

such as performance-based competency requirements. Schools were
caught in E tug of warbetween com-

- From "*that We Expect: A Statement oil Preparing for College," by the
Aradeinic Dewns of the (Petinsylwnia) Commonweulth Partnership:
Allegheny College, Bryn Mawr College, Bticknet! University, Carnegie
Metion University, Chathan, Clege, Dickinson College, Frenklin &

peting demands for old- and new-

Mnrshal! College, Gettysburg College, Haz,erford College, 1*yette

style impri,vement.

College, L ehigh University, and Suurthmore College.

A few st,ite systems recognized

HORACE
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guide both admissions and place-

could clearly convey to high school

ment decisions. (See sidebar below.)

students what skills and knowledge

• In Cali fornia, the Transitions

will equip them for progress

toward

project of the state sch(xjl res.tructuring office is working with the state
university system to accommodate

their later goals, schools could orga

integrated courses and alternative

mere credit accumulation.

assessments in the state's require-

"Why can't kids check in with
theuniversity by computer from

ments for university admissions.
What characterizes these pro-

ment and its university regents that
the state run a pilot program using

performance assessments as the
basis for both high school gradua-

nize their curricula in ways that

tion and universitv admissions.

would reflect real meaning, not

Under the proposal, a half dozen
high schools would move to
competency- and performancebased graduation assessments With
those diplomas, students would be
admjtted to the state's university
system. A longitudinal study would
track students through the six years

ninth grade on, to record and

jects is a new sense of collaboration

analyze their growing skills and

between univerhities and schix,1

ammpetencies in relation to what

renewal efftirts at the K-12 level.

their hopes are?" says educational
admissions officer at the University

following high school graduation,
providing useful data about

would cut down on pix,t-secondary

of Pennsylvania who now heads

whether performance assessments

remedial aiurses, and eliminate

California's Transitions project.
One Essential school has propised to its state education depart-

can reliably predict college success.

There's something in it for each of
them; better-prepared entrants

red undarrits between high SChix,1
and college aiurses. And if colleges

consultant Glenn Singleton, a former

Comparing Student Work
The answer will interest admissions

officers at any large institution, who
must reduce school judgments to

Defining Readiness for College: SUNY's Expectations

numbers they can fairly compare. A
typical dilemma shows up in the

A State University of New York (SUNY) task force recommends that,
beginning as early as ninth or tenth grade, students "engage in a continuous
authentic assessment experience that is maintained throughout their high
school years; and create an assessment product iportfolios, narrative teacher

University of California system,

assessments, self-evaluations, checklists of proficiencies, etc.1 that could be

only 7 percent on its hard-pressed
campuses. Its rigid formula for

taken with them to college and used there for academic planning and
advisement." (Single standardized test scores, the group notes, "cannot
capture the range of knowledge and skills necessary for success in the freshman year.") Though it outlines the skills and areas of knowledge students
nead to succeed at SUNY, it emphasizes they are "reference points," not
admissions standards, useful in the dialogue with secondary schools about

which by law consjders only the top
12.5 percent of the state's students,
and which in fact can accommodate

admission includes adherence to the

"A-F requirements," an array of

approved "academically rigorous"
courses that fall under six content

reform and intended to "change students' behaviors and enrich their

areas. For a school to devjate from

learning." It defined those entry-level requirements broadly as follows:

that recipe with, say, an integrated

math and science offering, it must
Entry-Level Skills

• Academic mid persom# support skills, such as understanding learning styles;
planning, organizing, and setting priorities; using educational resources and
services; and accepting failure and success and learning from botli.
• Inionimtion inamigemeilt skills, such as familiarity with library organization,
knowledge of the categories into which information falls; ability to

submit each course syllabus for state
approval. Asa result, many progressive schools contend, the A-F

requirements exert a stranglehold on
curriculum for all students and

encourage a strictly tracked system.

discriminate among sources of information, and computer literacy.
• Commumication skills: reading; writing; listening and taking notes; speaking.
• Analytical skills: intellecwal activities; problem solving.

Joel Kammer, who teaches at

Entry-Level Knowledge

School in Santa Rosa, California.

"It's extremely frustrating," says

Coalition member Piner High

• Humnnities, tirts, and foreigil lailsimges: Language arts; visual and performing

"Even with fewer than ten percent

arts; foreign lanuages and cultures

of our students going on to UC

• Ntimmt sciences, nint/xematic.,and fechnimi shidies. basic dimensions of

scientific, inatheinatical, and technological understanding; cultural and
pirsonal awareness of disciplines; crucial knowledge areas; the context of
science, mathematical literacy.
• Soci,t sciruces atid history: interrelationships; global issues; major issues of
social science study of the U.S.; social science methods; history methods.

-SUNY T#sk Force Repori on College E,jin/-Level Knowledge aud Skills

HORACE
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campuses, what UC diooses to
recognize and exclude has total

control. We've got to run this stuff
through them in order to make any
changes." Kammer wants to see
integrated courses listed alongside
A-F courses in the standard UC
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admission student profile, not treated as special cases or exemptions.
Many lissential sch<Kijs choibe
to avoid the issue by simply

recording unusual or integrated
studies in traditional separate course
categories on transcripts. Similarly,

they may use old-fashioned letter
grades to indicate student mastery,

rather than developing new desig-

nations (like "satilactory" or -distinguished") that refer to various
proficiency levelh. What grades and
c(,1 rse titles represent, after at!, has
always varied from schoot to sch,K,1,

and admissions officers recognize
arid often c·ompensate f<,r this.
"it only takes schools an extra
Mep or two to crinvert quality performance asse#sments to the kind of

Admissions Strategies for Essential Schools
• Be passionate and articulate about your school and its work.

• Begin early. Don't wait until the crunch of folder-rmding time to speak
with admissions people.

„ Involve college faculty and admissions people in your school's work: student exhibitions, curriculum, committees, and admissions visits.

• Be an advocate. Be willing to distinguish between students, to identify
their strengths and weaknesses. Even without grades, you can convey to
colleges the information they need to make an appropriate match.
• Present summaries of portfolios, not the portfolio itself.

• Provide information in a clear, concise manner. If necessary, list concepts
covered in interdisciplinary courses (especially math and science), books,
and primary documents.

• Avoid jargon. Many admissions officers are recent graduates who do not
have an extensive background in educational theory and practice.

• Revise transcripts and student profile forms. If they look the same, colleges
will assume you are doing business as usual.
• Help students discuss their educational experience in both written and oral
forms.

numbers colleges feet comfortable

with," says Rick 1-ear, principal of
Arinina'% itew Sedona Red Rock

I figh School. -Mcrit state admissions
officers are candid about wanting

numberh; they'll lake a narrative
evaluation and assign it a number."
A better solution, Singleton

asserts, lies in developing a mutual

co-design and also co-assessment,"

understanding between schools and

he says. "We want the university to

universities as to the goals of each,

know Piner well enough that it

and a mutual trust that they are
speaking the eme language when
they evaluate students. "The key is

accepts the school's assessments as
truthful and accountable to both the

students' and the university's
needs." Such a dialogue could
create, he suggests, a seamless web,
"

where the exit outcomes of high

Giving Essential Schools the Seal of Approval
Through the efforts of the Coalition's Admissions Project, the presidents and
chief admissions officers of the colleges below-chosen because most participated in the Eight-Year Study in the 19309 (Ke page 2Fhave signed a state-

ment supporting and affirming the work of educational reform under way in
schools across America. "Ours is a time which calls for the ambitious redesign
of schools," the statement reads, "and we recognize that institutions of higher

education must be partners in bringing forth the changes so urgeritly needed.
We applaud those schools involved in endeavors which emphasize rigorous
independent thinking and the d irect engagement of students in serious work,
and we commend their efforts to find effective means to restrudrire and

improve education at alltevels. We welcome applications from students at
such schools."

Lafayette College

Bard College

Lehigh College

Bennington College
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College

Mills College
Simmons College
Smith College

Columbia University
Connecticut College

SUNY at Binghamton

Dartmouth College

University of Denver
University of Wisconsin

Hobart and William Smith

Colleges

HORACE

requirements of the university."

Some educators worry that
student assessment is thus defined

primarily as a high-stakes function
that determines students' futures,

not a way to affect and enrich teaching and learning in the present. "I'm

willing to describe, not to sort and
select," says Michael Patron, who
heads the Crefeld School, a small

private Coalition member school in

Philadelphia. "If colleges will define
exactly what qualities they're

Amherst College

Fashion hmtitute of Technology
Hampshire College

schools match precisely the entrance

University of Chicago

Wealeyan College
Williams College
Wellesley College

7

looking for, Ill be as specific as they
want about actual skills and personal qualities." Crefeld's transcripts
show no class rank; its grades show
growth, effort, and ability, not

comparison with other students; it
will not accumulate credit units,

weight honors courses, or calculate
grade point averages. On its twopage transcript appear not only

course topics and grades but also a

May 1994

IEarly and frequent communica-

breakdown of how well students

have mastered essential skills. (See

Mon betw'een schools and colleges,

sidebar, page 4.) Extensive written

stresses Brown's Sharon Lloyd

comments get sent to the college as

Clark, goes farther than any other
factor in smoothing a studenes path

reoimmendations or in the form of

toward college admission. Heath-

"most recent report card."

wood Hall, a South Caroljna private

Presenting Student Work
"We've never had a „chool reject

what we do," Patron says. "They
find jt interesting, and th«ll call to
talk jt over." Such one-to-one con-

versations do help colleges translate
unusual records, admissions pople

note; they also appreciate huccinct
and understandable transcripts.
I lampshire College in A mherst,
Mahsachusetts, which substitutes

written evaluations for letter grades,

ha, devt·kiped a concise narrative
transcript for graduate school

admissions purposes. "We evaluate
the student'S cumulative portfolio,
summarizing and synthesizing in
two to three typewritten pages the

students' work, including a list of
courses and related learning activities," Says professor Merle Brun().

Essential School. routinely invites

200 college admissions people from
far and wide to attend its graduation
exhibitions. "Our job is to let them
know our unique qualities in every
way we can," says upper school

principal Lark Palma. "Along with
our transcript we send a school Pr()-

file explaining our exhibitions and
portfolios and describing what we

their recommendations will hold

more insight and carry more weight
"Ifs a two-way street," Clark

says. «We have this idea that you
can only say the most glowing
things in recommendations. But the
best college placements are good
matches, and an honest evaluation

of a student's strengths and weaknesses can help make that match."
Partnerships with area colleges
can go a long way toward establishing trust on their part that Essential
schools are providing a demanding

academic preparation. "If university
people routinely witness student
work and provide critical feedback,

consider distinguished and honors

the school is developing long-term

work; we also list the colleges that

stand just how you're changing and
why," advises Clark. "Take them

credibility," Clark says. "Involve
them in setting high standards."
Untangling the business of
college admissions opens the way
for an unprecedented national
discourse on K-16 reform. If they

into classrooms; let them see kids

will move boldly to align their

have accepted them jn recent years."
"When admissions people visit

your school, make sure they under-

working in new ways." If teachers

practices with the substance of what

are working more closely with fewer

colleges are looking for, Essential

students, she says, point that out;

schools could well lead the way. 0
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